NEWS RELEASE
Dermatologists Colby Evans, MD and Amy McClung, MD Recognized by the 2014
Doctor’s Choice Awards

Austin, Texas
(January 27, 2015) – Evans Dermatology Partners, the largest, locallyowned
and familyoperated practice serving South Austin and Kyle, today announced that Dr. Colby
Evans and Dr. Amy McClung have each been recognized by the 2014 Doctor’s Choice
Awards.
Dr. McClung
has been awarded the City Winner for Austin and 
Dr. Evans
received Nominee
recognition, both in the category of dermatology.
“I feel so humbled by the kind words from fellow doctors, many of whom I regard as mentors
and leaders in their fields,” said Dr. McClung. “Their opinions of my clinical skills really matter
a lot to me and are greatly appreciated.”
Dr. Evans shared, “we hear from patients every day how lucky we are to have Amy as part of
Evans Dermatology, so it doesn’t surprise me at all that other doctors see that as well. Clinical
excellence is the foundation of everything we do at Evans Dermatology.”
Doctor’s Choice Awards are peerbased and comprised of reviews from doctors who are
colleagues, friends, teachers, referring doctors, and those who have worked with the nominee
in the past. Awards are given based on the quantity and quality of doctor reviews received
within a year.

About Evans Dermatology
Evans Dermatology Partners provides the very latest in dermatology care for the entire family,
along with stateoftheart treatment for diseases of the skin. As a leading treatment center of
psoriasis in Central Texas, Evans Dermatology focuses largely on medical dermatology while
also providing high quality care for cosmetic concerns. Evans Dermatology patients enjoy
safe and efficient care that involves proactive, comprehensive consideration of all
outofpocket costs both in and outside the office environment. As one of the only
dermatology practices in Austin proactively acquiring patient feedback, Evans Dermatology is
proud to continually earn high satisfaction ratings and reviews. The largest dermatology
practice serving South Austin, Evans Dermatology has expanded beyond its original Brodie

Lane location with the addition of two new offices  Kyle Parkway and South Lamar. To learn
more, visit 
evansdermatology.com
.
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